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Abstract:
Understanding popularity on YouTube

YouTube is one of the most popular and largest video sharing websites, which also has induce

Social Network features. YouTube has also become one of the biggest promotional and adver-

tisement platform on the internet, thanks to the number of users it attracts on its platforms in

terms of content generators and consumers. While some content is popular, some other con-

tent fails to attract enough viewers. This thesis investigated the popularity of YouTube videos

and channels by analyzing 500,000 videos. We analyzed this data to gain insight into popular

Videos on YouTube. In other words, to see what’s common among those videos. We tried to

analyze the key features of YouTube popularity using metrics like views, likes, dislikes, com-

ments, title, description, and video duration time. In particular, we performed descriptive and

exploratory analysis and used techniques like text mining to analyze comments on videos. In

addition, we also performed cross-cultural analysis in terms of popular videos to understand

which kind of videos are more popular in which geographic locations. Our findings reveal that

different types of videos are popular in different places leading to the fact that regional cultures

do affect popularity of different videos.

Keywords: Comments, View Count, Likes, Dislikes, User Content Generator, Video Duration,

Video title, Video description

CERCS: P170, Computer science, numerical analysis, systems, control
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Pealkiri:
YouTube’i videote populaarsuse mõistmine

YouTube on üks kõige suuremaid ja tuntumaid videojagamise veebisaite, millel on ka sotsi-

aalvõrgustiku tunnused. YouTubest on saanud ka üks suuremaid relkaamplatvorme internetis,

tänu kasutajate arvule, kes kasutavad seda platvormi nii sisulooja kui ka sisutarbijana. Kuigi

mõned videod on populaarsed, siis mõned teised videod ei suuda piisavalt vaatajaid ligi tõm-

mata. Käesolevas töös uurisime YouTube’i videote ja kanalite populaarsust, analüüsides selleks

500,000 videot. Me analüüsisime neid andmeid, et saada ülevaadet populaarsetest videotest

YouTubes ehk teisisõnu, et aru saada, mis on nendel videotel ühist. Me üritasime analüüsida

YouTube’i videote populaarsuse põhjuseid, kasutades selleks mõõdikuid nagu vaatamiste arv,

meeldimiste arv, mittemeeldimiste arv, kommentaarid, pealkiri, kirjeldus ja video kestus. Me

viisime läbi kirjeldava ja uurimusliku analüüsi ning kasutasime meetodeid nagu tekstikaeve,

et analüüsida video kommentaare. Lisaks viisime me läbi kultuuridevahelise analüüsi video

populaarsuse mõttes, et saada aru, mis tüüpi videod on populaarsemad mingites geograafilistes

asukohtades. Me leidsime, et erinevat tüüpi videod on populaarsed erinevates paikades, mis viis

meid järelduseni, et piirkondlikud kultuurid mõjutavad videote populaarsust.

Märksõnad: Comments, View Count, Likes, Dislikes, User Content Generator, Video Dura-

tion, Video title, Video description

CERCS: P170, Arvutiteadus, numbriline analüüs, süsteemid, kontroll
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1 Introduction

YouTube, an online social media platform, for hosting videos, created in 2005, has gained bil-

lion of users from its inception. The platform also assist in pseudo social networking among

user content generators (these content generators could be bloggers, musicians, comedians,

video gamers, educators, and students) and content consumers (who watch these videos).

After YouTube acquired by Google the number of professional channels much increased. Espe-

cially channels related to music, travel, personal blogs, comedy and gaming, technology. With

the increasing of the channels, importance of YouTube in the media market has also increased.

Today, even giants like Apple, Microsoft, Google first adversities own products with the help of

bloggers on YouTube. Being popular on YouTube is essential for people who want to promote

own products or just want to advertise about what they do[24].

Unfortunately, YouTube does not give any global statistics about videos and channel views,

likes, comments so that, even simple questions like "How many videos exist on YouTube?"

cannot find an answer. YouTube has only one official tool to track personal channels, that

is, YouTube Analytics which is not enough to see the full picture of YouTube evolution and

popularity metrics.

Before us a YouTube investigated in case of the different sides. But most of these analyses

are local investigation of only one channel or certain type of search queries. Before starting

our investigation, we also investigated these researches 1 2 and did some local analysis with

the purpose the understand YouTube public data. We did a search query analysis like "Barack

Obama", "Trump","Today’s trends". We investigated channels like "Imagine Dragon" music

channel for the visualize most viewed, liked, commented videos. We found that with local

investigation simple queries or channels we can’t understand fully YouTube popularity.

The main research goal of this master thesis to understand popularity on YouTube. In particular,

we analysed popular channels and videos to investigate about certain characteristics which make

them popular. For our investigation, we collected data from the YouTube API (Application

Programming Interface) and web scraping tools, by using analytical sampling methods. Our

definition of popularity is based on View count. That is the number of views on video. Based

on this definition of popularity we selected 500,000 videos. These videos belong to 10 different

categories, such as music, education etc.

We investigated the dataset using the following three different research dimensions:

1. Investigating popular videos: We choose popular channels and videos from the trend-

ing YouTube videos, from the search queries, from external YouTube analysis sites like
1https://rpubs.com/nlavee/youtubedata
2https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1354856517736979
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SocialBlade3.

2. Cross cultural analysis: We also explore popular videos in different 10 countries to un-

derstand how different cultures have particularly liking towards a particular set of videos.

To perform our analysis we used two different kinds of techniques:

1. Descriptive Analysis: We analysed various attributes of videos’ data, which can be

divided into i) user content generators attributes (Title, Description, Video duration), and

ii) videos’ consumers metrics (Views, Likes, Dislikes, Comments to understand if there

are specific metrics which correlate closely with popularity?

2. Text Analytics: We performed Natural Language Processing techniques such as senti-

ment analysis to understand the emotions of users for popular videos.

Our analysis reveals that popularity of at the same time depends not only on YouTube users but

also on user content generators.

1. Observation 1: Short video titles and descriptions popular around the users.

2. Observation 2: Most of videos average video duration between 5-10 minutes.

3. Observation 3: Video popularity not only depends on user content generator or user

also depends on :

(a) Region

(b) Religion

(c) Mentality

(d) Language

(e) Education

(f) Life level

(g) Political situation

Rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

1. In chapter 1 we will give a brief overview of previous related research that has been done

regarding YouTube analysis

2. Chapter 3 will focus on describing the dataset.

3. Chapter 4 we are explained our methodology.

3https://socialblade.com/
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4. An overview of our empirical results is in chapter 5.

5. An overview of our cross-cultural empirical results is in chapter 6.

6. Chapter 7 focuses on our study summary.

7. Finally chapter 8 is for describing our overall contribution and proposes some topics for

future research.
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2 Related work

This section reviews literature related to the popularity of YouTube videos, channels, and

YouTube in general. Many research papers focused on problem understanding YouTube’s pop-

ularity from various perspectives [23]. Researchers analyzed YouTube in perspective of spam

content [4], view count analysis [12], content analysis [17], travel advertises aspect analysis in

YouTube videos [37], health investigation using YouTube as data source [45], illegal uploads

analysis [11] and geography related analysis [8, 33]. All these analyses show that for YouTube

video popularity not only depends on high values of views and likes.

2.1 Understanding YouTube platform

YouTube is the world’s third most-trafficked website, with more than a billion unique users a

month. YouTube is unmatched as a video content streaming and distribution site, which can

effectively be combined with other social media platforms [46]. YouTube channels also allow

for a lot of flexibility and provide ways to improve identity across platforms. Personalized

recommendations [10, 16, 39, 41] are a key method in today’s data-rich environment for ex-

tracting information and exploring content. Combined with pure query and browsing, they

allow users to access the information in an effective and rewarding sort of way while facing

a huge amount of information. YouTube provides some unique opportunities for user content

generators and recommendations as to the biggest and most successful online video community

with vast amounts of user-generated content [16].YouTube is a website for video sharing with a

Social Network [7, 15, 31, 32, 44] features that allows users to upload content to own personal

YouTube Channel that features videos of user choice – made by users or others [41]. YouTube

offers comment threads that user content generator can control on own channel and posts, and

a tracker that lets the user keep track of own posts [44] .

2.2 Understanding popularity of YouTube

During the last decade, YouTube videos evaluated with the high speed [6]. Uploaded video

to YouTube during these years increased few times and new video category types created like,

gaming and travel. On YouTube, both popular and unpopular videos’ views, likes, and upload

also increased. This related to the increasing globalization and education level during the last

years. Today in every second thousand video uploading to YouTube and millions of live streams

on YouTube. After the introduction of smartphones [21] number of videos which uploaded to

YouTube increased 3 times. New videos uploads and views progress is different. During the last

10 years uploads increased several times, but video viewers did not increase in the same way.

YouTube have more videos than users several times. From the literature reviews, we observed

that views the channels related to People and Blog, Gaming, Music, Entertainment categories
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increased by 6 times during 2006-2016. YouTube now control a big part of music industry

[9, 18]. Additionally, the gaming industry has gained more and more popularity. Every day we

can find new games in the online game catalogs. With the popularity of this new trend game

videos also started to be popular [26].

One of the most important changes was the Partner Program, which started in 2007. YouTube

has leveraged the most significant idea in the web space by creating a way to encourage content

creators to get paid for their work. YouTube started the inclusion of advertisements in the

same year[1]. In 2009, all of a sudden users have facility view High Definition (HD) videos

on YouTube, indicating a major content opportunity improvement in quality. In 2010, YouTube

moved away from the Adobe Flash Player [35] that was previously used to view videos on

browsers (by 2015, they declared that HTML5 was the default playback for most browsers).

That wasn’t a YouTube’s only big improvement made in 2010. While they had experimented

with live streaming in 2009 [34], native live streaming technology was launched in 2010. Today

we are using YouTube like TV, we can see live news[5], listen to the radio, watch webinars in

real-time, and so on. For that investigates YouTube only like a simple video sharing platform

not correct [28].

2.3 Recent researches

User-generated content on social networks have a big impact on our daily life [14, 41]. YouTube

also become one of the biggest education websites on the internet[38]. Many people spend most

of our daily life on social media platforms like YouTube [25]. Authors in the [25] investigated

why people like to watch YouTube. For that, they have created questionnaires and ask ques-

tions like why you like spending time on YouTube at different university students. They found

that people like to spend on YouTube because of different reasons like entertainment, to par-

ticipate in the discussion, to show other encouragement, and so on. From these answers, one

can conclude that people from YouTube want only one thing to "have a good time", for that

most popular YouTube categories are music, entertainment, and gaming. Politics and social

networks have a close relationship with each other and YouTube is not an exception. This was

observed that in the selection of United States in 2017 [19]. YouTube video audience choices

analyzed by genders in the article [43].YouTube video thumbnails first think after title users see

in the video, for those thumbnails should have some attractive images [22]. For that understand

between YouTube video content, title, description, and thumbnail relationship very important

for video popularity. YouTube has several customer categories, one of the largest categories is

about content for kids. In [2] the authors investigated the collective behavior of a user for this

category and what kind of videos they like. They used techniques like sentiment analysis and

classification. Additional to that also did some advertisement and audience analysis. The result

of the research follows: Different age groups, geographic locations like different contents, and
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popularity of video depend on thumbnails, faces in the video. Another perspective of YouTube

video analysis is to do it by Geographic location [8]. As we can understand in different coun-

tries, people like different things. In [8] authors analyzed the relationship between geography

and video categories, time frame analyses of the views, social factors which impact to views

of videos. However compare of [8] paper and this thesis we are mainly focused only video

duration, title, description and video categories analysis.

View Count is a very important metric on YouTube if we can find a relationship with the like

count, dislike count, duration of videos we can use that for the popularity formula. YouTube

comments have a big impact on video popularity, but very important to classify this comment

for understanding the content of this comment. Like news, forwarding to others like video,

negative or positive comments [29]. In [13], authors analyzed the relationship between view

Count and comments, uploaded frequency of videos, and other aspects. From this, we can

understand that view Count is an important metric for measuring popularity, but other metrics

are also important. Like Count, dislike Count and the relationship between these metrics with

the view count very important for the see the full picture of channel popularity [17, 27]. In this

thesis we are also analysed these metrics to understand popularity.
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3 Data description

We gathered data directly from the YouTube API4 using the "tuber"5 library and combined

YouTube video pages crawling with Selenium. The "tuber" is a special library in R created to
use the YouTube API. The Tuber package provides an excellent kit for collecting comments,

views, likes, or general material from any YouTube videos. This package is designed without

entering a particular channel authorizing page to explore data. The purpose of this library is to

provide a simple automated summary to evaluate fundamental channel statistics, based on its

massive functionality. The extracted data set from YouTube with the "tuber" library and web

crawling are shown in Table 1. The full data set description shown of the "tuber" library in

Table 2:

Video Count Size Comment Count Time Frame

500 K 600Mb 8 million 2009-2020

Table 1: Full dataset

We now give a brief introduction to YouTube data and discuss a few important features. In our

dataset we have two type of YouTube metrics :

1. Metrics which depends on users: After watching a video, users can give feedback about

it. Users can give like or dislike and some comments to the video. These feedbacks can

be measured using popularity metrics like commnentCount, viewCount, likeCount,
dislikeCount. In Table 2 we can see an example data set from tuber library which we

used in our investigation.

4https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
5https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tuber/vignettes/tuber-ex.html
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Name of tuber response. explanation

video_id YouTube video id

publishedAt video publishing date

title video title

description video description

thumbnails.default.url default thumbnails image url

thumbnails.default.width default thumbnail’s image width

thumbnails.default.height default thumbnail’s image height

thumbnails.medium.url medium view thumbnail image url

thumbnails.medium.width medium view thumbnail image width

thumbnails.medium.height medium view thumbnail image height

thumbnails.high.url full screen view thumbnail image url

thumbnails.high.width full screen view thumbnail image width

thumbnails.high.height full screen view thumbnail image height

channelTitle Video channel title

liveBroadcastContent Video live broadcasting info

likeCount video like count

dislikeCount video dislike count

commentCount video comment count

favoriteCount video favorite count

videoLength video duration

comments video comments

Table 2: Simple data set from the Tuber library [40]

In this study, we focus a few metrics, provided by YouTube, like count, dislike count, and

the number of comments( Table 3)

Metrics Minimum Average Maximum Short Description

viewCount 2M 3.5M 1B number of views

likeCount 0 26308 10683228 number of likes

dislikeCount 0 840 511921 number of dislikes

commentCount 0 1088 309570 number of comments

Table 3: Used metrics

13



2. Metrics which only depends on user content generators:

All these metrics can reflect video popularity. But additional metrics which user gives

after watching a video, some metrics like video duration, video title and description
length user content generators operate these during the creation of video content. We

took into account these metrics also.

For the study, we selected randomly 10 different video categories (figure 1) from our YouTube

dataset.
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Figure 1: Investigated video categories

From our investigation, we have gathered more than 600 Megabyte YouTube video information

datasets these take more than six months in total. (see Figure 2). Mostly our dataset includes

Entertainment, How to Style and People, and Blogs video content. Less uploaded videos to the

YouTube website in Science and Technology, Gaming, and Music video categories.

You can see our full data set overview in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Popular Video categories
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But in case of popularity, these percentages are different, for example, Music and Gaming

videos more popular than others and YouTube content generators gain more money in these

categories than others in total. In YouTube API every video category has own special id in

the API response which we can see in Table 4. The video category id must be defined when

operating with the YouTube Data API and in the video upload process. With the help of this

category ids, we classified the whole dataset to the small parts for the find correlation between

YouTube metrics in different categories.

3.1 Data Collection

3.1.1 YouTube API Crawling

YouTube has an API for developers and researchers. We have used this for direct access to the

public data of YouTube videos. YouTube API6 is a part of the Google API7 and for access to

YouTube API, we should use the Google API. For the use of the Google API, we need API id

and key. For that, we are using the google console8. With the help of this API, we can gather or

upload data from any programming language include R and python which we used in our code

scripts.

3.1.2 Selenium Crawling

Selenium9 is a web browser automation tool initially designed to simplify web applications for

testing purposes. This is also used for many other uses, such as automating web-based admin

tasks, communicating with none API systems, and also Web Crawling. For the crawling, we

used python and R programming language. With the help of selenium crawling, we managed

to gather YouTube data without any limitations(with the YouTube API v3 we have limitation

10.000 queries in a day) . And also as a web crawling tool, we used Octoparse10 web crawling.

With the help of this tool, we gathered YouTube data without any coding.

6https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
7https://developers.google.com/apis-explorer
8https://console.cloud.google.com/
9https://www.selenium.dev/

10https://www.octoparse.com/
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id category name details

1 Film&

Animation

Film and Animation categories include new film trailers, film related videos,

film scenes, songs, animation, videos, short stories on cartoons and so on.

2 Autos&

Vehicles

The Autos and Vehicles category includes car related video, automotive bikes,

unique vehicles and much more.

10 Music Music category contains all sorts of music related videos, songs etc.

15 Pets&

Animals

Category Pets and Animals contain humorous and beautiful videos about pets

and animals.

17 Sports The category Sports contains videos about sports and sports events.

19 Travel&

Events

The category Travel and Events includes travel tip videos , travel locations,

event videos, event tips and many more for travel and events.

20 Gaming Games category contains games’ videos, game tricks, hints, game reviews and

more.

22 People&

blogs

Category includes people videos, lifestyle, blogs, website promotion, opin-

ions and more about people and blogs.

23 Comedy Comedy category contains various types of comedy videos, it is stand up

video, short film, animated film, and other amusing humor videos.

24 Entertainment Entertainment category includes entertainment videos, sometimes this cate-

gory choosing because not certain which type video it is .

25 News&

Politics

Category News and Politics that extend or include news or policy material.

26 How to Style Videos that have guides, trends, fashions, tips on designs.

27 Education Education category contains educational videos, if video is for demonstration

or information and does not suit in other categories, it can be included in the

category Education.

28 Science&

Technology

Videos related to science , new discoveries, gadgets smartphones, laptops

29 Nonprofits &

Activism

Videos related with nonprofit or activism

Table 4: YouTube Videos Category ids [42]
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4 Methodology

In this section, we describe our methodology for analysing the popularity on the YouTube plat-

form.

4.1 Explanation of thesis

YouTube

Figure 3: Thesis Evolution

Our methodology is shown in Figure 3.

1. Data Collection:
Firstly, we first performed dataset gathering through

(a) API Crawling

(b) Web Crawling with selenium11

See Chapter 3 for more details.

2. Data Analysis

(a) Analysis of relationship YouTube metrics between each other (Correlation Analysis)

(b) Investigation of titles’ keywords and optimal length (Video Title Analysis)

11https://medium.com/@igorzabukovec/automate-web-crawling-with-selenium-python-part-1-85113660de96
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(c) Investigation of description’ keywords and optimal length(Video Description Anal-

ysis)

(d) Investigation of optimal length of video duration in the different YouTube video

categories (Video Duration Analysis)

(e) Sentiment analysis of YouTube video comments in the different categories(Comment

Analysis)

(f) 10 most popular channel analysis to find general similarities(Top 10 Channel Anal-

ysis)

3. Cross Cultural Data Analysis

(a) Cross Cultural analysis of relationship YouTube metrics between each other (Corre-

lation Analysis)

(b) Cross Cultural investigation of titles’ keywords and optimal length (Video Title

Analysis)

(c) Cross Cultural investigation of description’ keywords and optimal length(Video De-

scription Analysis)

(d) Cross Cultural investigation of optimal length of video duration in the different

YouTube video categories (Video Duration Analysis)

(e) Cross Cultural sentiment analysis of YouTube video comments in the different cat-

egories(Comment Analysis)

(f) Cross Cultural YouTube popular video categories analysis in case of likes, dislikes,

comments (Video Category Analysis)

In next sections, we explain the different stages in detail.

18



5 Data Analysis

5.1 Correlation between YouTube Metrics

Metrics which user content generator can manage(Video category id, title, video duration length,

and description lengths) to have a relationship with the main YouTube metrics(views, likes, dis-

likes, and comment count). We can see this correlation between our whole data set in figure

4.

1. From figure 4 we can say that title and description lengths have a negative correlation with

the video views, likes, and dislikes. This means that when title and description length is

longer video is not popular.

2. And from figure 4 we explored interesting relationship YouTube video category id have

a positive correlation with the description and title length. From this relationship, we can

say that with the high number of category id video titles and description length are also

longer. For example, in the Film and Animation category YouTube videos (category id 1)

titles and description lengths less than the Gaming category YouTube videos (category id

20). From this relationship, we can say that with the increasing of the category id videos

will be less popular, as views, likes, dislikes and comments count was decreased. Full list

of videos category id table 4.

Figure 4: Correlation between YouTube metrics
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The correlation between YouTube metrics is different for various YouTube video categories.

We can see that in figure 5. For example, title length has a positive correlation in comedy and

travel YouTube video categories. These mean that users like longer titles in comedy and travel

video categories. We see the same relationship for the description length also in the comedy

and travel YouTube video category. But for the other analyzed categories in figure 5 title and

description length have a negative correlation with the other YouTube metrics. In short, titles
and descriptions with less length have more chances to be popular in these YouTube video
categories.

 

a) Comedy b) Cooking c ) Film&Animation d) Gaming  e)   Music  

 
 

 
  

f) Pets &  Animals g) Science & Technology h) Sport  i) Travel k) People & Blogs 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Correlation Matrix in the popular YouTube categories

5.2 Title Analysis

For most content creators that post videos to YouTube, one of the main goals is to be higher on

the suggested YouTube ranking system. But, the fact is that 70 percent of YouTube videos are

discovered through searching. That’s why the keywords used for YouTube videos are highly

important to achieve better user-friendliness.

1. The first aspect people look for when they’re searching for a video is a title that will show

them the answer they’re looking for. But it’s not the only purpose that the title of YouTube

platform.

2. Videos’ titles also lets YouTube realize what the video is about and this video which
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search quires results should be add. That’s why the recognition and use of keywords in

the title is one of the easiest ways to automate videos’ popularity.

3. In figure 7 we can see the categories videos and most used words in the title. Every

category on YouTube has special most used keywords, for example, in a Comedy category

most used words: " stand up"," funny ", " top", "movie"," sketch" and so on. When

content creators upload videos to YouTube, in the title at least should behave one popular

keyword, as the YouTube searching algorithm work with these keywords in the title.

• What is a description of the YouTube video?

A video title is a piece of metadata that helps a lot of YouTube during a search. If the

video title optimized correctly during Google or YouTube search generated content will

be appearing frequently.

• Why this is important?

Video title first thing the user sees during the YouTube search, for that this is very im-

portant. Like users, YouTube also during search first check video titles for the results.

YouTube divides words and expressions in the titles for the use of it as keywords.

• What is it best length for a YouTube video title?

Video title length is very important because long titles will not be read by users. For that

user content generators mostly using short titles, around 50 characters like in the figure 6.

The length of titles can be changed for the different countries, different video categories,

live or standard videos.

Figure 6: Title Length
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• Which words more popular in the titles and which one user content generators should
be used?

Titles using during the search queries, for that using correct keywords very important

during the creation of YouTube video content. Write the correct title very important for

video popularity. For example, in comedy, YouTube video category most using keywords

is a comedy, sketch, stand up, for the cooking YouTube video category cook recipe, food,

for Film and Animation movie, full, HD, official, trailer.

In figure 7 we can see the full list of words and categories which mostly using during by

user content generators. In 7 we created a detailed description of frequently used words in

titles for the different YouTube video categories. We have used techniques like the word

cloud and most used word bar plot. All of these keywords first thing YouTube search and

recommendation algorithm use during the search.
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Figure 7: Most used words in titles
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5.3 Video Description Analysis

• What is a description of the YouTube video?

First of all description is a short text content of YouTube video which help YouTube

user understand the content of the video in a few seconds. Later, video description is a

piece of metadata that helps a lot of YouTube fully understand a video’s actual content.

Excellencies-optimized explanations will contribute to increased YouTube search ratings.

• What is it best length for the YouTube video description?

Description length one of the important metrics of the YouTube videos. Yes, a detailed de-

scription of video content is important but, when content generators use too many words

no one will not be reading it. This will annoy users, for that optimal video description

length is important. From figure 8 we see that most videos have less than 2000 charac-

ters in the description. It can be concluded from this description is better, if user content

generators can explain video content in the few sentences, this will help users in under-

standing video and will increase chance popularity of the video.

Figure 8: Description Length

• Why this is important?

1. Description of third thing users sees in the YouTube video content. For that this very

important thing.

2. Description using in the search of the YouTube queries. Description divides into

small parts like words and expressions and YouTube use these like keywords in the

search.

3. Using the correct words very important if the user content generator wants to video

appears in lists of recommended videos and first appears during the search queries

[36].
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• Which keywords user content generators should use in the video description?

Every YouTube video category has own popular keywords we can see that in figure 9.

1. For example, if user content generators’ video related to the Science and Technology

most used words in the description is the technology, gadgets, amazon, top, best, and

so on. As we say before all words in the description using as a keywords by YouTube

search algorithm.

2. In the comedy, the most used words are the one, best, actor, show. With the help of

most used words in these categories, we can understand the best description prop-

erties for popularity. Most of the user content generators add to the description link

to subscribe, other related videos from their channel for the advertise own prod-

ucts. This is the best practice for the increase of subscribers counts and channel

popularity.

3. In the Sports video category, popular words in the description are the football, NBA,

fitness, season, sport, game, dance. These words are the most used keywords in the

search Sports video category.

4. In the Pets&Animals, popular words in the description are animal, funny, pet, chil-

dren, kids, top, and so on. These related to that when users search, they are mostly

using keywords like funny, pet, kid, and pet words to find needed results.

We observed that if user content generators can predict popular words for every category

popularity of video or channel can be increased. For the manage with all these keywords

in the description user, content generators can use YouTube Analytics like programs for

the predict and use popular words in the certain YouTube video category.
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Figure 9: Video description Analysis analysis
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5.4 Video duration analysis

A big difference between traditional media web providers and YouTube is the length of YouTube

videos’ posts. Although most typical sites contain a small to a medium number of long videos,

YouTube videos usually have a length of between 5 minutes and 2 hours and are mainly made up

of short videos as shown in figure 10. YouTube has some 15 minute limit during the first video

uploads. For that on YouTube, during the search, we see videos mostly short videos. During

the analysis, we found that with increasing video length video quality decreases. Rendering and

editing of long-length videos take a lot of time in the modern personal computers, for that video

length more than 45 minutes videos not very popular in the around YouTube users.

YouTube statistics show that the best duration for a video max is 15 minutes. However, this

Figure 10: YouTube videos’ length from dataset

depends on the video category. For example, for music content the best duration is 3-4 minutes,

for a cooking is 10 minutes. Figure 11 displays the distribution of video length for the top

ten most popular categories. Most of these categories’ video duration distribution change very

rapidly. People&Blogs(5-20 minutes) and Science&Technology(5-15 minutes) videos duration

evenly distributed. From that we can understand 2 thing:

1. Equally duration distributed video categories captured all media in that certain category

2. Short videos are popular most of categories.

If we look at more accurately we can see that for every category optimal video length is differ-

ent. For example:

1. In the Film and Animation, the optimal video duration is between 5 and 10 minutes. This

related to that most popular thing in this category is movie trailers and short films.

2. The comedy video category has more video duration than others for approximately 10-15

minutes. The reason for that is comedy sketches, in which the minimum duration of this

is 10, maximum is 2 hours.
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3. The shortest video duration is How to Style videos. This video includes content related

to fashion, how a do something, or fix it in a few minutes. This kind of short video

category’s duration smaller than others.

4. From figure 11 we can say that all videos’ duration is short, around 5-10 minutes, From

this investigation, we can say that short videos more popular than longer ones.

 

a) Film & 
Animation 

b) Gaming c) Travel & 
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d) Howto & 
Style 

e) Music 
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Blogs 
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Technology 

j) Cooking 
 

     

 
Figure 11: YouTube video duration Analysis plot in the different categories

5.5 Comment Analysis

Many web platforms used share nontextual content such as videos, images, animations that

allow users to add to the comments. YouTube is the most popular of them [3]. For the investi-

gation of YouTube video popularity, one of the important metrics is video comments. The best

tool for investigation YouTube comments is sentiment analysis[20]. In sentiment analysis, we

gathered comments from videos and tried to investigate it. What people are thinking about the

videos, authors. Sentiments describe the audience rate about the video. Analysis of sentiments

challenging for the limitation of sentiments algorithms on the internet. Most of the words in

YouTube videos comments not an English or modified, unreadable. These kinds of situations

create some additional problems and errors during the investigation of sentiments in the com-

ments. YouTube has a sentiment rate for video verification. If total sentiment analysis positive

the video will promote to the main page and the recommendation video list. The percentage of

positive comments is one of the important popularity metrics. If video comments are mostly

positive this means that the video has the chance to be popular (figure 13). As we can see from

figure 13, most of the comments are neutral and positive comments are more than negative in

our dataset. These related to that our dataset created mainly from popular videos.
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Figure 12: Comments sentiment percentage

Positive and negative percentage of sentiments in the comments are for every video category is

different as we can see in figure 13. This mostly related to the content, for example:

1. Gaming videos have more negative comments than other categories in our investigation.

This was related to the mainly spam unrelated videos in this category, most of the users

not like certain games or gamers, and this impact in the comments.

2. The second unpopular category is in the comments is film and animation, this also related

to poor content of movies or trailers.

3. Travel videos have the biggest positive comments percentage in our investigation and

negative comments very low almost 5 percent. This related to the popularity of travel

videos and most of these video content related to nature and new cities, countries, places.

When users watch these kinds of videos no one wants to say something negative.
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Figure 13: Sentiment percentage of different video category’s comments

The next investigation step is world cloud analysis and sentiment analysis. Most used words in

video comments are a key feature for the investigation video popularity. Because during search

queries on YouTube also taking account of these comments like tags. From the figure 14 we

can see different video categories sentiment comments analysis.
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Figure 14: Comment Table
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5.6 Recommendation System Analysis

YouTube recommendation systems work principle one of the important aspects of YouTube

video popularity analysis. For the title and description of the user-selected video and with the

search query of user YouTube creates complicated recommendations network of videos during

every act of user. YouTube uses keywords in the title, description, search query as search tags in

the YouTube database, and demonstrates results of this search in the recommendations videos

part.

To investigating best tags for video popularity, we did deep label analysis. We are picking tags

from the recommendation videos from our main data set and created a network like shown in

Figure 15.

Figure 15: Tag network of "marvel movies" search query

Figure 15 created from search query "marvel movies" and select only the most viewed samples.

From figure 15 we can see that the most used tag is "movie", this is the core of the tag of the

network. Another secondary tag is "time", "name", "scene" and so on. From analysis like this,

we found the best tags for a certain type of category or search query.

On the internet user content generator with the help of sites like YouTube Analytics can find the

best keywords and tags for a certain type of videos. With the help of these tags, user content

generators can increase several times the views of channels and videos.
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5.7 Ten most subscribed channel analysis

Reference 12.

Rank Channel subscribers in

million

Language Category

1 T-Series 133 Hindi Music

2 PewDiePie 103 English Entertainment

3 Cocomelon -

Nursery Rhymes

75 English Education

4 SET India 67 Hindi Entertainment

5 5-Minute Crafts 65 English How-to

6 Canal KondZilla 56 Portuguese Music

7 WWE 55 English Sport

8 Justin Bieber 52 English Music

9 Zee Music Com-

pany

51 Hindi Music

10 Like Nastya 50 Russian Entertainment

Table 5: Ten most popular channels

Additional to our previous work, we also analyzed the ten most popular channels for investi-

gating the popularity of YouTube videos. In the table 5 showed 10 most popular channels. As

you can see the most popular language on YouTube is English, the most popular video category

is Music and Entertainment. Also, we analyzed this video duration most of them less than 5

minute and titles length is on average less than 50 characters, description length is on average

less than 2000 characters.

We analyzed relationships of the main metrics with each other in these 10 channels in figure 16.

1. All these channels average views of more than 10 million.

2. Most liked and commented are entertainment category channels like "PewDiePie" and

"SET India". According to that dislike count is very low, even in the "PewDiePie" close

to zero.

3. Music video category channels have less view and more like and comment count.

4. In the education video category like and dislike counts are higher than other channels. In

this channel comment count also very low.

12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listo fmost − subscr i bedY ouTubec hannel s
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5. The interesting fact that How-to category channels like "5-minute crafts" view counts,

like counts and comment counts, not very high but this category in the top 10.

6. Some channels turned off video comments ("Like Nastya" - channel).
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g) WWE  h) Justin Bieber   i) Zee Music Company 

 
 

 

 j) Like Nastya   

 

  

 

Figure 16: Top 10 Channels’ main metrics relationship
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6 Cross cultural analysis

Video streaming platforms such as YouTube offer videos to different cultures from around the

world and allows us to understand these differences when it comes to video content. Based on

a regular listing of the most popular YouTube videos in 10 countries, we examine the viewing

of famous videos in countries that differs in the preference categories of content, titles and

description length, video duration, relationships between likes, dislikes, comment counts and

comments. Cross-cultural videos have a few differences:

1. Cultural differences can depend on:

(a) Region

(b) Religion

(c) Mentality

(d) Education

(e) Life level

For example, if we compare the Russian Federation and the United States, one can con-

clude that:

(a) The most popular thing in Russia is the people and blogs YouTube video category

figure: 17, plot g).

(b) But in the United States, this is an entertainment YouTube video category (figure:

17, plot b).

This was related to the life and education level of these two countries. In the United

States people work more than 40 hours in the week and after hard working day most

popular thing in the US is entertainment, but in the Russia political situation not a stable

and unemployed people amount more than in the United States, for that people and blog

category is most popular YouTube video category.

2. Another YouTube video difference in the various countries is the cooking culture as we

know that every country has own cooking traditions, service styles, food types, and so

on. For that’s not easy to understand another country cooking tradition, this is one of the

barriers to globalization.

3. Another significant barrier between countries is language as I am multilingual, I saw

in my investigations that most of the videos are duplicates and have the same content

with the other YouTube videos. The only difference between these videos is languages.

Content creators using plagiarism to increase own YouTube video portfolio. We can see

these kinds of things in Russian, Turkish video content creators they are mainly using the
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United States YouTube videos as a source of plagiarism. The language barrier does not

give people the chance to look at other countries’ content and escape these poor content

videos.

6.1 Cross Cultural Videos’ category investigation

We are explored categories in the different countries for the few factors:

1. Popular video categories around the world

During our investigation, we found a few interesting facts:

(a) In rich countries like the US, Germany, Great Britain, France education YouTube

video category videos not very popular, against that in poor countries like India and

Mexico education category more popular than others. This big difference related

to people’s salaries, life conditions, and other aspects. We can see that in figure

17. As we can see from figure 17 that in most countries first, the popular YouTube

video category is Entertainment. Of course, this is understandable as YouTube first

created as an Entertainment video sharing platform. But if we look again at the

figure 17 we can see that Russia and Great Britain Entertainment category are not

in the first place. For example, in Russia, the first place is People and Blogs. As

we say before this related unstable political situation in Russia. In the Great Britain

the most popular video category is music , this related people’s video taste , if look

at the historical archives we will see that Great Britain been heart of culture for

centuries[30].

(b) As are say before everything depends on people’s video taste. From figure 17 we

can see that in Canada, India, Russia, and South Korea, one of the most popular

categories in News and Politics. We think these related to increased nationalism

movements. Sports videos are most popular in all of the countries in our dataset

except Germany. In total across these 10 countries, the most popular categories

are Entertainment, News and Politics, Music, People and Blogs, How to Style, and

Sports.
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Figure 17: Popular video categories in 10 Countries

2. Cross cultural most viewed videos’ categories
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Figure 18: Cross Cultural popular video categories by views

Video views as we say before essential factor of video popularity. This understandable

that video views are different for the various countries:

(a) From figure 18 we can say that most viewed video categories worldwide are music,

movies, Film & Animation, and Gaming. Music is more popular than almost all

countries except in India, Canada, South Korea, and Japan. Music is understandable

why popular YouTube music video streaming popular in the last years. All popular

singers first upload own songs to YouTube as a test platform, later to Spotify and

iTunes.

(b) The second most popular content on YouTube is gaming, this is popular in India and

Canada. These related to the industrial revolution in the gaming industry in these

countries. If we look at the global statistics of game companies in India and Canada

have more startups in the game industry than the United States and Europe. Also,

one advantage that in these two countries the English language one of the popular

languages.
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(c) In South Korea and Japan’s most popular content in Science and Technology, from

our investigation, we can say that this related to the country’s technology level and

love to learn new things. Now giants like Samsung, Kia, Hyundai located in South

Korea, and Japan located companies like Toyota, Sony, Mitsubishi. All of these

companies have a big impact on the country’s developing level and users’ choices

during the YouTube search. Science and Technology are also popular in Germany,

Russia, France, Great Britain, and the United States. If we compare these countries’

education system and industrial level, these two aspects are almost the same.

(d) Why developed countries like Germany, the US, Canada, Great Britain Science
and Technology video category not popular like in South Korea and Japan?
We found that this related to cultural differences, as these countries mainly use

YouTube as an entertainment social platform. YouTube first started as a platform

of the Entertainment videos for the English speaking countries. For in the European

and American countries YouTube video categories like Entertainment, Film & Ani-

mation, Comedy, Music, more popular than categories like Science and Technology,

Nonprofit and Activism, Education. In the Eastern countries, YouTube entered late

in the previous decade and during this time YouTube analogs already captured the

market. For that only Science & Technology and Music, YouTube video categories

had a chance to be popular.

(e) In our investigation, we found that the Pets and Animals YouTube video category

not very popular, but in Mexico this video category second most-viewed YouTube

video category. We think that this related that Mexico is number 2 in the world of

the household pets count, also Mexico popular with own farms even more than the

United States.

3. Cross cultural most liked and disliked categories
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Figure 19: Cross-Cultural video like and dislike relationship with video categories
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We have an interesting difference between video views and likes. After analysis of our

countries dataset we found interesting relationships:

(a) Some less viewed like Pets and Animals YouTube video category have more likes

than others.

(b) From figure 19 we can see that again, most liked the video category is a Music

YouTube video category.

(c) In figure 19 we see that the most disliked categories are Nonprofit and Activism

this happens in Germany, Russia, France, and Mexico. Unpopularity Nonprofit and

Activism in these countries related to religious and cultural differences.

(d) We saw interesting similarities in South Korea and Japan, both of them mostly like

and dislike Music and Science and technology. None of the other countries not

interesting at all with Science and technology like these two countries.

(e) From our analysis of the most liked and disliked video categories by countries we

can say that most of the cases popular and most viewed video categories have more

dislikes than less popular video categories. This related to the discussion of these

videos in social networks. For that during the analysis take into consideration dis-

likes only as an unpopularity indicator, not a fully correct.

(f) In the European countries YouTube video categories like News and Politics, Film

and Animation, People and Blogs, Travel & Events not very popular. But in the

American countries (the US and Canada) Film and Animation, People and Blogs

YouTube video categories are popular against European countries.

(g) In the case of the percentage of the video categories South Korea and Japan very

unusual. In these countries, popular video categories are only Music and Science &

Technology. All other video categories have a very little percentage in the liked and

disliked video categories plots. In Eastern countries, YouTube not fully captured the

market of media.

4. Cross cultural most commented videos’ categories

From figure 20 we can see most commented YouTube video categories in the different

countries. Comments are one of the important metrics of YouTube. From our investiga-

tion of comments in these countries we came to such a conclusion:

(a) Usually most commented YouTube category is Music, but we have an exception in

India, Germany, and France.

(b) In France and Germany most discussed YouTube video category is the Nonprofit

and Activism video category.
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(c) In India are Science and Technology. Science and Technology videos are very pop-

ular in India, but the view count is low.
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Figure 20: Cross Cultural video comment count vs video categories

6.2 Cross Cultural YouTube videos correlation analysis
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Figure 21: Correlation Matrix of YouTube Metrics in different countries

Additional to our investigation, we did a correlation analysis to find a relationship between

video views, likes, dislikes, comment count, video categories, and title length. From figure 21

we can see this impact on YouTube metrics in different countries. We found that:

1. The length of the YouTube video title has a different effect in various countries. For

example, in Russia, France, Japan, South Korea, and Great Britain have a big impact on

the YouTube video category. In these countries, people like short video titles.
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2. YouTube video category id has a positive correlation with the title length. This means

that with the increasing category id videos’ title also being longer. For example, in the

Nonprofits and activism (29) title length longer than the Gaming video category (20).

With the YouTube category id and the videos’ view-count and likes have a negative rela-

tionship. With the big number of category id, the number of views and likes decreases.

For example Gaming YouTube video category more popular than Nonprofits and activism

YouTube video category.

3. YouTube videos’ views and likes, comment count has a positive correlation with the

videos’ category id. Big number category ids have more comments than others.

Full list YouTube category id in the table 4.

6.3 Cross Cultural videos’ Title analysis

From our investigation, we can say that title length difference related to these countries’ cultures

and education, no one likes to read the big title because they are can understand content video

from few words. From our previous investigation on the random YouTube videos, it can be

argued that better keep additional information in the video description part, this can help also

in during a search and user content generator will not disturb users with big titles. Against

that in India and Mexico title length not have a big impact on the video categories. Because

in low economically developed countries, people not like to read additional information in the

description, if we look title length in India and Mexico they are bigger than other countries. We

can see that in figure 22.

During the analysis we found few things:

1. The total title length is around 40-60 characters, except videos from India, South Korea,

and Japan (50-100 characters).

2. Most unusual is India video content generators titles bigger than most of them, around

100 characters. India video content creators add more details than needed in the titles, for

that if we look at worldwide these videos not very popular in different countries.

3. We found that, YouTube videos title length less than others in developed countries, except

in Japan and South Korea. This related to the level of education, with the knowledge level

of people. Exception in Japan and South Korea related to cultural differences as they not

too much globalized in case culture. Another exception is Mexico (not developed country,

but the video title length like is developed countries), this related to the cultural pressure

of the United States.
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Figure 22: Title length of videos in different countries

6.4 Cross Cultural’s videos description’s analysis
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Figure 23: Description length of videos in different countries

One of the important metrics for the user content generator on the YouTube description length

of video content. This length can be different in various countries. Between titles’ length and

descriptions’ length have inverse proportionality. We can see that if we compare title length

figure 22 and description length figure 23 . For example, in developed countries like Canada

and the US description length is long, the title length is short. In India and Mexico description

length is shorter than other countries. Like in the title length analysis, South Korea and Japan

are an exception in the developed countries’ statistics. In these two countries, the description

length is shorter. Most of countries descriptions’ length less than 2000 Characters.

6.4.1 Cross cultural videos duration analysis

One of the video parameters in which user content generators can control this is the video

length (figure 24). Most of the country’s video length is between 5 and 10 minutes, except for
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Russia and Mexico (15-20 minutes). In India average video duration less than 5 minutes. Video

duration has a close relationship with video categories. For example:

1. Film&Animation,People&Blogs,News&Politics and Comedy YouTube video categories

usually longer than others. These videos in the first five popular videos in the Russia and

Mexico.

2. How to Style&Do, Music, Science&Technology,Entertainment videos usually between

5-10 minutes. These categories usually popular most of the countries.

Also, we see a different distribution of video duration in figure 24. For example, in Canada,

the US, Germany, India distribution of videos changes very smoothly. These mean that in

these countries video categories popularity distributed very accurately and YouTube captured

the whole online media market. But in Russia, South Korea, Great Britain, France, and Japan

video duration distribution are not changed smoothly. YouTube only covers a few popular video

categories in these countries. From that we can say that, in these countries YouTube have other

opponents in the market.
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Figure 24: Cross Cultural YouTube video duration analysis

6.5 United States and Great Britain comments analysis

In the investigation comments differences in the various countries, we did sentiment analysis

two English speaking countries, the United States and Great Britain( 25). In the US positive

comments 3 percent more than GB, and negative less 1 percent. These differences related to

these two country video category choices, for example, in the US most popular categories are

People & Blogs and Comedy, in Great Britain Music and How to Style. Music and How to Style

mostly related to the feelings and of these contents negative comments are normal. From the

word cloud and most used word plots, we can see that most of the used words in the comments

are the same. But in the US some of the words are a little bit rude like niger word which very

frequently uses in the US comments.
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Figure 25: Differences in comments US and GB
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7 Summary

During our investigations, we found that popularity on YouTube depends on a few factors like:

video duration, the title of the video, a description of the video, user comments, video view

count, video likes to count, and dislikes count. All of these YouTube metrics among themselves

divide into two categories.

1. Observation 1. The first one depends on the user content generators like: video duration

length, the format of title the video title and description.

2. Observation 2. The second, which doesn’t depend on the user content generators only

depends on the users like: video view, like, dislike and comment count.

After analysis of the thousands of the popular videos, we decided that most of the cases for the

popularity of the videos YouTube metrics should like in the table 6:

Metric name Range of the metrics

Views Count 10K - 1M

Like Count 0 - 2K

Dislike Count 4K - 0.5M

Comment Count 0 - 5K

Description Length 1000 - 2000 Characters

Title Length 50 - 100 Characters

Video Duration 5 - 15 minutes

Table 6: YouTube metrics range

After analysis of our YouTube dataset we observed that:

1. Most of popular channels have more than million subscribers.

2. Sentiment analysis of the comments very important for the investigation video popular or

not. From the analysis of sentiments of comments , we came to such a conclusion that

popular videos’ positive comments more that 25 percent most of cases. And not every

popular video have only positive comments, some part of comments are negative.

3. After analyses of more than millions of video duration, we can say that the best duration

is 10 minutes for the average. But this can change based on different video categories.

For example, for music, this is 3-4 minutes, comedy 5 minutes, movies 1 hour, comedy

around 45 minutes.
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4. Relationships between videos’ likes and dislikes counts very necessary for video popu-

larity, as an understandable reason like counts, should be more than dislikes counts.

5. Title and description lengths and words used in there also very important for the video

future destiny. Because longer titles and descriptions are not popular around the users.

6. Last and one of the important metrics on YouTube is a video category. Video category one

of the important metrics using during search queries of YouTube. User content generators

should choose an accurate video category when uploads video to the YouTube network,

as some video categories are very similar like Film&Animation and comedy.

7. During our investigation, we found that in the different countries’ tastes of video content

can be different, for example:

(a) In Russia, China, Japan, and Latin American countries people like long titles and

descriptions.

(b) But in countries like Germany, the united states, France’s short length, and short

description length videos are popular.

(c) Also the same thing in the duration of videos in western countries like Germany,

France, and the United states short length videos are popular. All these related

people’s free time, in economically developed countries no one has time for long

videos.

(d) With the different countries video category popularity also different, for example,

developed countries most popular things is a video game, how to style, how to do,

entertainment videos.

(e) But in the third world countries is mainly popular politics videos, education, travel,

people, and blogs. And in countries like Japan, South Korea mostly popular is Sci-

ence and Technology videos. All of these related people’s lifestyles, the problems,

and current political situations in their own country.

(f) After appearing corona virus, videos like health, medical advice, personal hygiene

more popular than before. This shows that popular trends can change in a few days.
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8 Conclusion

YouTube is one of the most popular social media platforms which attract billion users every

day. User content generators are posting regularly new videos to remain popular among their

followers and to gather new followers. In this thesis, we studied popular YouTube videos, by

first collecting videos which have 1M views or 100K following of channels. We analyzed the

relationship between key popularity metrics (viewcount, likecount, commentscount, comments,

dislikecount, titleLength, descriptionLength, videoLength).

8.1 Challenges

During our investigations we meet with the few problems.

1. First and important of them YouTube API v3 which we used for to get public data have

limit 10,000 query in one day. For this limitation, our big dataset scraping codes could

not work and we faced regularly crash during the execution of our program. To fix this

problem we gathered dataset with a small parts.

2. Data manipulation and cleaning of dataset also took a lot of time, for the size of dataset

simple cleaning algorithm some times took hours.

3. COVID 19 and quarantine. We lost a lot of time for the this pandemic.

8.2 Future Directions

This research is a first step in understanding YouTube popularity, which provides the initial

foundation for future explorations. This work can be improved using the following directions:

1. We might would like to collect and analyze a bigger data set.

2. We would also like to add more categories in our analysis.

3. We would also like to understand the time series analysis of video’s popularity.
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9 Appendices

YouTube data scraping scripts :

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/YouTubeScrap

YouTube datasets :

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/YouTubeDatasets

https://www.kaggle.com/datasnaek/youtube-new

YouTube Sentiment Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/YouTubeSentimentAnalysis

Cross Cultural Popularity Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/crossvideopopularity

YouTube Video Duration Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/Videoduration

Title Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/TitleAnalysis

Description Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/DescriptionAnalysis

Correlation Between YouTube metrics Analysis scripts:

https://github.com/IsmayilOfficial/CorrelationAnalysis
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